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Abstr act. The Amste rdam-St. Paul Plateau is bisected by the intermediate-rate sprea ding
Southeast Indian Ridge, and numerous geophysica l and tectonic anomalies arise from the interactions of the Amsterdam-St. Pa ul hotspot and the spreading center. The pla te bo undary
geometry on the hotspot platform evolves rapidly (on timescales <l Myr) , off-axis volcanism is
abundant, the seatloor does not deepe n away fro m the axis, and transform faults do not have
fracture zone ex tens ions. A way from the hotspot platfonn the ridge-transform geometry is typica l
of mid-oce an ridges globally. fn contrast, the Amsterda m-St. Pa ul P lateau spreading segments are
shorter, they often overlap each other significantly, and the intervening discontin uities are smalle r ,
more ephemeral, and more migratory. Abyssal hills are smaller and less uniform on the hots pot
platform than on neighboring spreading segments. Fro m gravi ty and isostasy analys is the average
thickness of the platform crust is -10 km , approximateJy 50% thicker than that of typical oceanic
crust. Most of the isostatic compensation of the hotspot plateau occurs at the Moho or wit hin the
lowercrust, and the effectiveelastic thicknessof the plateau Lithosphereis -1.6 km, less than half
that o f adjace nt spreading segme nts. Away from the platform some transform faults contain
intratransform spreading centers; on the platform the two transform fau lts have valleys which may
be depoce nters for abundant axial or off-axis volcanism and mass wasting. Although not wellconstrai ned by magnetics coverage, the Amsterdam-St. Paul hotspot appears to have been
"captured" by the Southeast Indian Ridge, enhanc ing crustal production at the ridge since about
3.5 Ma. Prior to this time the hotspot formed a line of smaller, isolate d volcanoes on older
Australian plate. The underlyi ng cause for the present -day crustal accretion anomalies is the effect
of me lt generation from separate sources of mantle upwelling (due to plate spreading and the
hotspot) which has a consequent effect of weakening the lithosphere.

1. Introductio n
The interactions between hotspot.s and mid-ocean ridges
have profound effects on the formation of oceanic crust and
lithosphere. The Iceland hotspot situated atop the northern
Mid-Atlantic Ridge is the type example of this interaction in
the present-day, and ridge-centered hotspots in the past have
created symmetric aseismic ridges in every ocean basin. Hotspots situated away from mid-ocean ridges have varying degrees of compositional and cec1omc influence on the crustal
accretion which occurs a l the spreading centers. While Iceland
is one of the more robust hotspots according to a variety of
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global compilations [Sleep, 1990; Schilling, 1991], a less
well-studied and smaller hotspot in the southern Indian Ocean,
the Amsterdam-St. Paul (ASP) hotspo t, is also very near a
spreading center (Figure I) . The ASP hotspot has fonned a
volcanic massif approximately 150 km by 200 km in plan
view wh.ichstraddles the Southeast Indian Ridge (SElR) [Royer
and SchUch , 1988] (Plates I and 2). Sitting atop the plateau
are two volcanic islands, Amsterdam and St. Paul, which
formed as tholeiillc shields during the past 1 Myr [cf. Upton,
1992] .
As the primary swiace expressions of mantle upwelling ,
oceanic ridges and hotspots interact in a variety of ways. Sig nificant topographic, geophysical , and geochemical anomalies have been identified along spreading centers which are in
the vicinity of hotspots [e.g., Talwani et al. , 1971; Vog t ,
197 l ; Schilling, 1973; Morgan, 1978]. Enhanced melting
and crustal production occur at spreading centers underlain by
hotspots due to more enriched mantle compositions and elevated temperatures; geochemical and geophysical anomalies
may extend several hundred, to more than a thousand, kilome8243
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Figure t. (a) The Indian Ocean spreading centers and selected hotspot features. Regional bathymetry is
contoured every I km; thick line indicates the cruise track from Boomerang, Leg 6; shaded box indicates
coverage area of Plate I ; and double line indicates the plate boundaries. (b) Study area illustrating ridge
segment and discontinuity names and areas where reflective seafloor was imaged with side scan sonar. Lighter
shaded areas are axial neovolcanic zones; darker shaded areas indicate high reflectivity off-axis . The dotted
line outlines the ASP Plateau. 90°E, Ninetyeast Ridge; ASP, Amsterdam-St. Paul Plateau; BR, Broken Ridge;
CIR, Central Indian Ridge; KP, Kerguelen Plateau; RTJ, Rodrigues Triple Junction; SEIR, Southeast Indian
Ridge;SWIR, Southwest Indian Ridge.
ters away from the hotspot. The recognition that off-axis hotspots also produce anomalies at spreading centers led to models of preferential flow of hotspot material toward the spreading ridge, possibly along channels or along the base of the
lithosphere which rises toward the spreading axis [Vogt,
1976; Schilling, 1985; Kincaid et al., 1995].
Recently, the quantitative interactions between hotspots
and oceanic ridges have been studied using a variety of approaches. Laboratory experiments have cons.idered how mantle plumes disperse when situated both beneath a spreading
center and off-axis [Feighner and Richards , 1995; Kincaid et
al., 1995). In parallel efforts, theoret ical and numerical modeling of on-ridge and off-ridge hotspots has been used both to
understand the laboratory results and to constrain the properties of plumes which influence spreading centers in the Atlantic, Pacific, and Indian ocean basins [Ribe et al. , 1995; Ito et
al., 1996; Ribe, 1996; Sleep , 1996; Ito et al., 1997; Yale and
Phipps Morgan, 1998; ho et al. , 1999). The results of these
studies indicate that the magnitude and lateral extent of hotspot influence increases with increasing plume flux and buoyancy (functions of plume dimension, ascent rate, and decreased
density and viscosity values relative to nonplu.me mantle) and
with decreasing spreading rate of the oceanic ridge. For offaxis plumes the degree of influence is inversely related to the
distance to the spreading center, and it is greater when a ridge
migrates away from a hotspot than when it migrates toward the
hotspot .
This paper and its companion [Conder et al., this issue) present results from the geophysical component of a cruise during

Leg 6 of the RN Melville's Boomerang Expedition, which
surveyed and sampled rocks along a 1500-km stretch of the
SEIR surrounding the ASP hotspot plateau [Johnson et al .,
1996; Scheirer et al., 1996] (Figure 1). The petrologic influence of the ASP hotspot on the mid-ocean ridge basalts e.ropted
at the SEIR is clear in the major element, trace element, and
isotopic compositions [Douglas er al., 1996; Douglas Priebe,
1998; Graham et al., 1999; K. T. M. Johnson et al., Boomerang Seamount: An active expression of the Amsterdam-St Paul
hotspot, Southeast Indian Ridge, submitted to Earth and Planetary Science Letters, 1999, hereinafter referred to as Johnson
et al., submitted manuscript , 1999). This paper will concenlrate on the morphology of the spreading center along this
stretch of the SEIR and on the structure at depth which we can
infer from gravity analysis. Conder er al. [this issue] present
results from magnetics and seafloor morphology analysis on
the nature and evolution of the plate boundary on the hotspot
plateau, with comparisons to observations on Iceland.

2. Background
The SEIR is one of the three spreading centers which subdivides the Indian Ocean basin (Figure I); spreading occurs between the Australian and Antarctic plates . Near the ASP Plateau, the SEIR spreads at a nearly constant, full-rate of
65 mm/yr, an intermediate value in the spectrum of mid-ocean
ridge spreading rates. In the hotspot frame of reference the
Antarctic plate is virtually stationary [Gripp and Gordon,
1990). Thus the Australian plate moves to the northeast in the
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Pla te I . Free-air gravity anomalies or the study area contoured every 10 mGal. calculated from sa1el111e
altimetry data [Sandwell and Smith, 1997]. The spreading segments (F-L), maior ridge axis d1sconunulllc s,
and islands are labeled; the ends of the spreading segments in the study area arc indicated w11h white arrow
heads. Outline of the ASP platform is dotted gray hne. The SW extent of the line of volcanoes thought to be
the hotspot trace of the ASP plume is just below the Amsterdam FZ label. 90°E. Nmetyeast Ridge; BR, Broken
Ridge.
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Plate 2. (a) Bathymetry and (b) side scan maps of the ASP platform and adjacent segments where we have
significant off-axis coverage. Small data gaps in both of these gridded data sets have been filled using
projection onto convex sets (POCS) interpolation [Conder e1 al .• this issue) to preserve the continuity of
major features; Plates 3, 4, and 5 illustrate the true data coverage . Bathyrnetry has been artificially illuminated
from the NE. For the side scan map, reflective seafloor, such as near the spreading segments, is shown by dark
tones.
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hotspot reference frame a1 the total opening rate of the SEIR.
and the ridge axis itself migrates at half that rate (~32 mm/yr)
ove r the hotspots .
The ASP Plateau can be delunited by tile depth trans ition
from 2300 to 2800 m, and it bas an area in excess of
30 ,000 km 2 (Plate 2). Preexisting marine geophysical and
rock composiuonal data are sparse for the ASP Plateau . A
compilation of the prior underway bathymetry and magnel!cs
data is presented by Royer and Schli ch [ 1988), consisting
mainly of track lines of opportunity in support of French sc ientific operations on the islands , plus a few systematic surveys collected over the past several decades. Gravity data were
not collected on many of these cruises, nor are all of the cruise
data sets publicly ava ilable. Prior to Boomerang Leg 6, very
little multibeam bathymetry and no side scan data were available for th.is area. Comprehensive rnultibeam, geophysical ,
and petrologic studies were conducted in 1994/ 1995 along the
~2000-km-Jong section of the SETR extending to the sou1heast
of our study area; these extend to the Austral ian-Antarctic Discordance (AAD} and illustrate the gradient in axial morphology
and other SEIR properties toward the discordance [Cochran et
al., 1997; Goff et al., 1997; Sempere et al., 1997; Shah and
Sempere, 1998].
Both Amsterdam and St. Paul islands are on the Antarctic
plate and are within 40 km of the nearest spreadmg segments .
A hne of submarine volcanoes to the northeast of the ASP Plateau appears to be the trace of the ASP hotspot ( Plate I)
[Sandwe/1 and Smith, 1997; Mitchell and Livermore , 1998).
On our outbound transit we crossed a number of these volcanoes . In these bathymetry data and the satellite gravity field
the volcanoes are isolated and generally circular in plan view ,
with heights 1.5 to 3 km above the surrounding seafloor and
basal diamete rs up to 40 km. The northeastern extent of this
chain merges with the complex intersection of Broken Ridge
and the Ninetyeast Ridge. Although seafloor in ihis spreading
corridor has not been dated with magnetic anomalies [Royer
and Sandwe/1, 1989], the geomeUy of the volcanoes, and the
adjacent fracture zones (along with their age offsets from prior
times) suggest that the ASP hotspot stopped forming this
chain on the Australian plate between 5 and 10 Ma and that its
volcanism was intercepted by the SEIR, which had been migrating toward it. We surmise that once it was captured by the
ridge, the hotspot was able to build a shallow platform by adding to the igneous accretion at the spreading center. The width
of seafloor affected by volcanism from the hotspot when it was
off-axis is considerab ly narrower than the along-axis dimension of the ASP Plateau (Plate I). Currently, the locus of ASP
hotspot volcanism appears to be entirely on the Antarctic
plate, where it has formed the islands and other shal low portions of the ASP Plateau.
The larger, more distant, and longer-lived Kerguelen hotspot is also thought to influence the composit ion of some
mid-ocean ridge basalts (MORB) collected along the SEIR
[Hamelin et al .. 1986; Dasso et al., 1988; Storey et al ., 1989].
The Kerguelen Archipelago is - I I 50 km to the southwest of
the nearest SEIR spreading segment, although MORB samples
carrying the distinctive Kerguelen isotopic signature were collected near the center of the ASP Plateau, - I400 km from the
Kerguelen Island [Hamelin et al., 1986]. The isotopic signatures of the ASP and Kerguelen hotspots are distinct , which
discoun1s the hypothesis of a simple connection via a sublithospheric pipe between the large off-ridge Kerguelen hot-
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spot and its potential near-ndge express ion as the ASP Plateau
[Morgan, 1978]. The Kerguelen anomaly does appear io influence the depth of the SEIR axis over distances thousands of
kilometers in scale [Ma and Cochrwi , 1996]. Just LO the east
of the study area near 90°E, the SEIR has a depth shallower
than 2500 m, and it deepens gradually to the southeast to
depths >4500 m at the AAD, ~ 1500 km away [Cochran er al.,
1997; Sempere et al ., 1997]. To the northwest of 90°E, the
SETR axis also gradually increases in depth to >4000 m at the
Rodriguez Triple Junction , ~2000 km to the northwest (e .g.,
Dasso, 1988j. The axial morphology also becomes more rift like both toward the Rodriguez Triple Junction (Plate I) and
toward the AAD.

3. Data Set
During Boomerang Leg 6. we collected SeaBeam2000 mulllbearn bathymetry, side scan, underway gravity , magnetics,
and P-code Global Positioning System (GPS) navigation data ;
we also collected rock samples from over 90 sites both on and
off the spreading axis. The 120° SeaBeam2000 bathymet.ry
swath yields a cross-track coverage ~3.4 times the water depth_;
the SeaBeam2000 side scan swath covers ~ 10% more area than
the bathymetry swath. We acquired -50% multibeam coverage
off the platform , and by narrowing the track spacing on the
platform we approached full coverage for much of this shallow
area.
In general, the data quality was uniformly high, in large part
due to the relatively calm seas encountered in all but a few
days. To mitigate the effects of bathymetry noise, we developed a despiking algorithm for the multibeam bathymetry data
which flagged as anomalous any beam whose depth was sig nificantly (>40 m) different from the average depth of the
same beam for the three preceding and three following pings .
Because SeaBeam2000 data often have missing data near the
edges of the swath where the spike anomalies are present, this
algorithm was extended to look over five-ping and seven-pin g
half-width windows using correspondingly higher noise
thresholds. After the despik.mg, the bathymetry data were edited by hand to delete any remaining outlier beams . This latter
step was time consuming only for the few days when the ship
pitched in heavy seas.
The raw SeaBeam2000 sonar records were converted to a I 2bit side scan format using the program sbextractss (D. Caress ,
personal comm.) . Because of the high sonar levels returning
from nadir positions and the systematic decrease in signal toward the edge of the swath, we devised an equalizmg algorithm
to reduce the systematic side scan amplitude variations across
the swath. Tables of equalized histograms of side scan values ,
as a function of positlon within the swath, were calculated
from a representative section of the seafloor survey to the
south of the ASP Plateau. Raw side scan values were converted
to their equalized counterparts via interpolations from these
tables. This process equalizes across the swath both the average side scan value and the scauer of values, and maps created
with these equalized data have much smaller artifacts related to
the data collection geometry than their unprocessed counter•
parts.
The side scan data were particularly useful in delineating the
axial neovolcanic zones and areas of recent off -axis volcan ism . High side scan backscatter values are associated wit h
slopes facing the ship (e.g., fault scarps or seamoum flanks)
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and with areas of seafloor which are rough at a length scale
simtlar to the sonar wavelength of -10 cm (e.g., unsedimented lava or debris flows). Reflective seafloor defines the
axial neovolcanic zones; within ±3 km of the spreading axis
the seafloor reflectivity is uniformly high everywhere. Reflectivity decreases out to distances of 10-15 km from the axis,
where it reaches levels that decrease only slightly with increasing seafloor age. The decrease in seafloor reflectivity
with age is largely due to the accumulation of sediment [e.g.
Mitchell, 1993]. Reflective seafloor away from the spreading
axis is thus interpreted to be a young surface, marking recent
lava flows or unsedimented mass-wasted material. Using the
near-axis seafloor reflectivity versus age behavior as a guide.
flat patches of seafloor with the highest reflectivity are
thought to arise from surfaces younger than -0.1 Ma, and
other reflective patches are thought to represent slightly older
flows, still younger than -0.4 Ma. We recovered glassy basalt samples with no appreciable sediment in rock cavities at
all of the rock sampling sites located on relatively flat, highly
reflective seafloor, both on-axis and off-axis; this is an important ground truth of the reflectivity/age relationship.
Gravity and magnetic field data were collected and processed
conventionally. The high quality of the navigation brought
about excellent repeatability of along-track anomalies for
crossing Lines. For the 98 gravity crossovers the root-meansquare (RMS) error was 1.9 mGal, with 90% of the data falling
between -2.6 and 2.8 mGal. For the 54 magnetics crossover
errors the RMS was 39 nT, with 90% of the data falling between -56 and 84 nT. We attribute some of the magnetics
variability to diurnal variation, which reaches 20 nT in this
area at this time of year [Hitchman el al .. 1998). and some to
the very high magnetic field gradients associated with the
shallow topography and recent volcanism of the ASP Plateau.

4. Segmentation of the SEIR
In the survey region the SEIR comprises 11 long-lived
spreading segments ranging in length from about 50 Lo
300 km (Plates I and 2). We assign them lettered names
based on their correspondence to the SEIR spreading corridors
studied by Royer and Schlich [1988]. These corridors start
with A ac the Rodriguez Triple Junction (RTJ) and increase
along the SEIR toward the east. Our survey encomp,asses the

spreading center along part of corridor F and along all of corridors G through L (Plate I) . Because the present-day spreading
center exhibits complexity at a finer scale than studied when
this nomenclature was devised [Royer and Schlich, 1988), we
append numbers to the two spreading segments in corridor I (11
and 12), and we subdivide the J corridor into four segments (Jl,
J2, J3, and J4).
Twelve ridge axis discontinuities with offsets > 10 km
segment the spreading center in the study area (Table l). A
number of smaller deviations in the axial trace are also present, but their influence does not appear off-axis. The significant discontinuities range in size from the 310 km (nearly
9.5 Myr) offset Geelvinck transfonn fault to overlapping
spreading centers 15 km across (~0.4 Myr).
The maJor transform faults of the current plate boundary existed in the past, at least since Anomaly 6 time (-20 Ma). The
SEIR between the RTJ and the AAD has a nearly straight trace
except for a significant (-400 km) deviation to the southwest
between segments H and L (Figure l and Plate 1). The deviation was inherited, for the most part, from the shape of the
breakup of Australia and Antarctica at Broken Ridge and the
Kerguelen Plateau around 43 Ma [Royer and Sandwe/l, 1989].
The St. Paul fracture zone (Plate I ). which existed as a major
discontinuity for much of the SEIR spreading history, is no
longer active, although the much smaller-offset Hillegom
transform near the center of the ASP hotspot platform is collinear with its trace. The Hillegom transform may be the current stage of an evolving transform which formed the St. Paul
fracture zone [Conder et al .• this issue], but as described below,
its recent evolution is complex.
Away from the ASP Plateau, the spreadmg segments and
transform faults are perpendicular to each other, and the only
nontransform offset is a small overlapping spreading center
(OSC) between segments J3 and J4 at 40°50'S (Plate 3). This
OSC is marked by deep, overlapping rift zones surrounding an
anomalously shallow ridge. This contrasts with OSCs along
faster spreadingmid-oceanridges, which are characterized by
curving axial ridges surrounding an overlap basin. This unusual topography of the 40°50'S OSC suggests that while the
plan view interaction of adjacent segments is similar among
OSCs (related to the interactions of extensiona l cracks [e.g.,
Pollard and Aydin, 1984)), the thermal, structural, and dynamic

Table 1. Ridge Am Discontinuities Having Offsets > 10 km in the SEIR Study Area

Name
Ter Tholen
Zeewolf
Amsterdam
Boomerang
NIA
Hillegom
NIA

NIA
NIA
Vlamingb
Geclvinck
NIA

Type
TF

TP
TF
TF

NTD
TF

NTD
PR

osc
TF
TF
TF

Latitude

s

33°28'
35°20'
36°42'
37°2A'
37°44'
38°40'
39°16'
40•1s·
40°48'
41°30'
42°00'
42°00'

Longitude
E

77°45'
78°34'
78°41'
1s•14 •

1s•os·
1s 0 18'
78°05'
18°20'
78°35'
80"22'
84°35'

ss·w

Offset,
km (Ma)

Stepping
Sense

91 (2 7)
59 ( 1.8)
115 (3 5)
50 (1.5)
19 (0.6)
70 (2. ! )
17 (0.5)
67 (2.0)
15 (0.4)
124 (3.8)
3 ll (9.4)
56 (1.7)

R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
L

L
L

L

Segments

Distance,•
km (deg)

FIG

-401 (59.98)
-203 (61.77}
-89 (62 79)
-62 (63.03}
.45 (63.19)
42 (63.97)
77 (64.29)
175 (65.17)
230 (65.66)
390 (67.10)
683 (69.74)
921 (71.88)

G/H
H/11
(1/12
12
12/Jl
JI/J2

JVJ3
13114
J4/K

KIL
UM

TF, transfonnfault: NTD, nontransform
discontinuity;OSC.overlappingspreadingcenter: PR.propagatingrift: N/A,
not available:L. left-s1eppmg;
R, ngbt-stepping.
*Dis1anceis measuredalong the SEIRax.is,in kilometerssoutheastof AmsterdamIsland,aod in degrees from the
NUVEL-1
A poleof openingfor Australiaand Antarctica.
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conditions of different spreading centers may produce opposite
topographic effects in the vicinity of an OSC.
Two of the off-platform transform faults, the Zeewolf and
Geelvinck (Table I), contain intratransform spreading centers
(lTSC). The JTSC segment within the Zeewolf transform fault
is -15 km long, is highly reflective, separates two transform
fault strands, and has formed abyssal hill lineaments which are
truncated by those strands (Plate 4). A dredge haul collected
fresh, glassy basalt from the axis of the Zeewolf ITSC. The
limited coverage of the Zeewolf transform prohibits an assessment of how long the ITSC has been ac!Jve, although the
existing data are consistent with a duration at least as long as
the current age offset of the Zeewolf transform fault, l. 8 My r.
In addition to the high side scan reflectivity associated with
ITSCs, off-platform transform faults also have elevated
backscatter due to tectonized seafloor (Plates 3 and 4), and in
some mstances (especially for the Vlamingh transform,
Plate 3b), recent lava flows appear to extend beyond the ups
of spreading segments to the deeper, adjoining seafloor .
On the ASP Plateau, there are only two, short transform
faults (Plate 2a). Wlule left-lateral strike-slip earthquakes arc
associated with these features [e.g., Dziewonski er al., 1991 ).
their topographic expression is not as smple as for those of
transforms away from the platform. The morphology of the
Boomerang Transform (Plate 5) is a subtle, deep zone which is
slightly oblique to the plate spreading direction and which
separates the abyssal hills formed at segments II and 12. We
classify this a transform fault because of the two left-lateral
earthquake focal mechanisms which have been determined and
because the seafloor fabric does not appear to be sheared as at
nontransform discontinuities. The other transform fault, the
Hillegom transform, has 2 km deep walls and is considerably
deeper midway between the adjacent spreading segments than
near the segment tips. Both Lhe Boomerang and Hillegom
transforms are associated with reflective seafloor wbich does
not appear co arise solely from steep slopes (Plate 5). The
source of the high reflectivity of the Hillegom transform may,
in part, involve steep, ragged walls where sediment does not
accumulate. However, some of the high reflectivity is presenl
at the nearly flat base of the transform zone, suggesting that
sediments have not accumulated on the present-day seafloor .
This leads to the intriguing possibility that recent lava flows
bave ponded at the base of Hillegom transform; alternatively,
mass wasting of the transform walls may bring about the high
reflectivity. The Boomerang transform is associated with an
extensive area of high reflectivity (Plate Sb). In this case the
large Boomerang Seamount [Johnson et al., submitted manuscript, 1999) and spreading segments of 12 are nearby, so the
deep associated with the Boomerang transform may form a
volcanic depocenter for these volcanically active areas.
If volcanic activity is associated with the two active transforms on the ASP Plateau, this may explain another characteristic which they share: the absence of inactive fracture zone
traces. The southwestern extensions of the transform faults intersect the volcanic massifs associated with Amsterdam and St.
Paul islands (Plate 2), and the northeastern extensions do not
disrupt the seafloor (Plate 5), as would be expected if the
transform were active in the past with the same configuration .
Indeed, to the northeast of the Hillegom transform, th.e abyssal
hills are continuous, curvmg around the present-day 12 spreading segment (Plate 5). The lack of fracture zone extensions to
the active transforms on the ASP Plateau suggests either that
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the transform faults are not long-lived constituents of the plate
boundary (perhaps they .evolved recently from nontransfonn to
transform discontinu ity) or that volcanism from axis and offaxis sources obscures the transform fabric formed at the plate
boundary. 1n all likelihood, a combination of these sources is
responsible and is a consequence of this plate boundary setting
near a hotspot.
This rapid evolution is also observed in the behavior of
smaller ridge axis disconnnuities . Segment Jl is composed of
three neovolcanic zones which overlap in an en echelon manner; the overlap of each occurs over a distance equal to about
half of its length (Plate 2). The individual segments are >10°
oblique to the typical spreading center orientation , and their
combined orientation is -20° oblique to that direction. Steady
spreading with this oblique and overlapped plan view geometry is not possible for a significant amount of time, and indeed
off-axis Y-shaped seafloor features indicate the rapid propagation and realignment of this segment. No typical abyssal hills
are formed by JI. While not as clear as JI, the nonhern short
segment of 12 has a similar oblique orientation and less
strongly lineated topography (Plate 5).

5. Amsterdam-St. Paul Plateau
Typical seafloor depths on the ASP Plateau are 10002000 m, -1 km shallower than young seafloor adjacent to the
platform (Plate 2 and Figure 2). The -400 km along-axis
shallow anomaly of the ASP Plateau is superimposed on a
longer-wavelength trend of increasing axial depths toward lhe
northwest (Figure 2), noted above and thought to arise from
the diminishing influence of the Kerguelen hotspot.
To the north, the ASP Plateau is bounded by the active Amsterdam transform fault and a portion of its inactive fracture
zone. This fault forms a nearly I-km vertical step in the
seafloor, across a lateral distance <10 km. To the south, the
ASP Plateau boundary is marked by a propagating rift (Plate 2)
along segment 12, which is lengthening southward and rifting
crust formed -2 Ma. This propagation has been occurring
since al least 1 Ma. The western boundary of the platform occurs a few tens of kilometers to the west of Amsterdam and St.
Paul Islands, although it is not well surveyed. From limited
crossings , there do not appear to be tectonic features associated with this boundary, and it is Likely that the drop off the
platform is primarily constructional, with modification by
mass wasting. To the east, the boundary of the platform is unsurveyed; part of it abuts the inactive St. Paul fracture zone. To
the northeast , the boundary is marked by two troughs in the
satellite altimetry (Plate 1) which are possibly remnant
spreading centers prior to southward jumps of the SEIR
[Conder er al. , this issue]. Toe long dimension of the ASP
platform, parallel to the direction of plate spreading, is about
240 km; this represents -3.5 Myr of spreading at the current
SEIR spreading rates. As Conder er al. [this issue) infer from
magnetic and morphologic studies, however, the spreading on
the ASP Plateau has not been continuous, and there is evidence
for greater integrated crustal accretion toward the northeast due
to southwestward ridge jumps .
At least five patches of seafloor away from the SEIR spreading axis are highly retlective in side scan maps (Figure I b).
With the exception of one small patch near the southeastern
end of segment J4 (yellow star in Plate 3b), these reflective
areas all occur on the ASP Plateau on the Antarctic plate
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(Plate 5b). A number of these were sampled with dredge and
wax core recoveries which all included glassy basalts with l ittle evidence for seafloor weathering or sediment. The side scan
amplitudes are comparable to those within - IO km of the
sprea ding axis on the platform , suggesti ng that these areas are
covered with basalt erupted in the past hundred thousand years,
assumi ng that the lava now types are similar between the onaxis and off-axis areas. Toe largest of these reflective areas,
> 1500 km 2. is associated with the shallow Boom erang
Sea.mount (Plate 5b) where there is geochronologic evidence
for very recent activity [Johnson et al., submitted manuscript,
1999).
Other off-axis reflective areas are considerably
smaller, with lateral dimensions less than several tens of
kilometers.

6. Axial Morphology Away From the ASP
Plateau
Like most intennediate-rate spreadin g cente rs elsewhere,
the morphology of the SEIR in the study area displays neither
the axial high typical of fast spreading center nor the deep valley typica l of slower spreading centers. Away from the ASP
Plateau the axis of spreading is often within a small valley,
100-500 m deep and 5- 15 km across; this valley deepens and
widens toward transform faults (e.g. , Plate 4a and Figure 3c) .
The segments closest to the ASP Plateau , G, H, and 13, are
characte rized by valleys along their enti re lengths. These valleys are most obvious in the satellite gravity data (Plate I ),
which has a horizontal reso lution limi t of -25 km [Sandwell
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and Smith, 1997] and is sensitive to seafloor variations
smoothed over that scale. Elsewhere, the spreading axis may
be a slight (<500 m), broad high which itself has a <200 m
deep central notch (e.g., Plate 3a and Figure 3a). Beyond
about 20 km from the axis, the seafloor subsides in response
to cooling of the plate .
Lineated abyssal hills form parallel to the spreading center
and the magnetic anomalies (Plates 3 and 4). These abyssal
hills have relief of 50-250 m and a horizontal separation of I•
3 km (Figure 3). These abyssaJ lulls are similar in dimension
to those observed at SEIR segments to the southeast of this
study area [Goff el al., 1997]. Isolated, circular seamounts
rangmg in height from -200 m (Plate 3a) to -1200 m ob scure the abyssal hills in places (e.g., Plate 4a).
Magnetic anomalies away from the hotspot platform are
clear and easy to correlate with the global magnetic reversal
sequence (Plates 3 and 4). Spreading asymmetry is generally

< 10% with no systematic magnitude or sense of asymmetry
across the study area. The measured total opening rates vary
from 63 km/Myr in segment H to 65 km/Myr on segment K
(Comier el al ., I 996], values slightly lower than those predicted from the global NUVEL-lA plate motions model
[DeMezs el al. , 1994].

7. Axial Morphology on the ASP Plateau
The morphology of the spreading center on the ASP Plateau
is also neither a distinctive valley nor an axial high. Topographically , the longer segments on the platform (12, J2) are
situated in broad lows (10-30 km across), and the seafloor
does not subside away from the spreading center as expected
(Plate 5). The locations of the spreading segments would be
difficult to detect from bathymetry alone. The side scan data
across the platform delineate the neovolcanic zones associated

___; ___ -·· -· -=-::=~::i:::=-=
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Figure 3. Center beam bathymetric profiles of the lines crossing segments (a) 14, (b) 12, and (c) H. The base
of the sbaded region for each profile is at a depth of 3500 m for the off-platform lines (Figures 3a and 3c) and
2500 m for the on-platform lines (Figure 3b); the horizontal grid lines are spaced at 250 m depth intervals .
The vertical exaggeration is 3.3.
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with the spreading segments, and the most reflective zones are
slightly narrower than those away from the platform (Plate 2).
The more rapid near-axis reflectivity decrease on the platform
(Plate 2) is probably due to higher sedimentation rates. Also.
away from the axial and off-axis neovolcanic zones, the average side scan intensity of the ASP Plateau seafloor is slightly
lower than that of the off-platform seafloor (Plate 2). Although we did not collect sediment thickness information, we
expect that enhanced biological productivity associated with
the shallow plateau, mass wasting from large edifices. and
sediment redistribution are responsible for this difference between the on-platform and off-platform seafloor. The calcite
compensation depth, >4 km in this area [Kennett, 1982], is
probably not a factor in governing the sediment accwnulation
patterns in these near-axis regions.
Abyssal hills are smaller and less continuous on the platform than elsewhere (Figure 3b). This cannot be explained
solely by the masking effects of thicker sediments, given that
many isolated, 50 m and taller features are evident.
More
likely, the formation of smaller and less regular abyssal hills,
combined with the potentlal of fault scarp burial from off-axis
volcanism, explains this difference in seafloor fabric . As
noted above, the abyssal hills which are present often curve
near th.e ends of spreading segments, sometimes extending beyond the segment tips.

8. Gravity Analysis and Inferred Structure at

Depth
The shipboard free-air gravity anomalies were interpo late d
onto a 1 km grid (Plate 6a) using the projecuon onto convex
sets (POCS) interpolation method [cf. Conder et at., this issue]. The shipboard anomalies are more detailed than their satellite counterparts ( Plate 1), and they mim ic the short-wavelength topography (Plate 2a) of seamounts, transform fault
valleys, and axial depressions.
At longer wavelength
(>40 km), the free-air anomaly variation does not mimic the
topographic variation as closely, and the broad ASP Plateau
topographic anomaly is muted in the free-air data (Figure 2
and Plate 6). This low correlation of free-air anomaly and
longer-wavelength topography is common in oceanic settings, indicating the isostatic compensation of broad topographic features at depth.
Because the gravitational effect of the seafloor variation i s
well-known and because it contributes a large com ponent to
the measured sea-surface gravity , we remove the effect of the
seafloor from the shipboard anomalies to infer deeper lateral
density variations. Following the now standard method of Kuo
and Forsyth (1988], we calculate the gravitational effects of a
1. 7 g/cm' density contrast at the seafloor, a 0.2 g/cm' density contrast at a depth 2 km below the seafloor, and a
0.4 g/cm ' density contrast at the Moho (here assumed to be
6 km below the seafloor). The gravity predictions from this
simple, constant crustal thickness and density-structure model
are then removed from the free-air anomalies to produce the
mantle Bouguer anomaly (MBA). MBA variations mdicate deviations m the acrual crustal and mantle slructure from this
very simple model; negative MBA values indicate mass deficits relative to the model (as would arise from thicker crust or
lower density crust and mantle) , and positive values indicate
mass excesses.

Large negative MBA values are associated with the ASP
platform (Plate 6b), and the most negative anomalies coincide
with the shallowest seafloor.
The along-axis variation in
MBA is presented in Figure 2. The implied mass deficit is
strong evidence for local compensation of the platform features at depth, either by crustal thickening, lower densities in
the crust, lower mantle densities, or a combination of these
factors.
Away from the ASP Plateau, MBA values increase with distance from the spreading axis, an effect of lithospheric cooling as the crust and mantle become older and denser [e.g., Kuo
and Forsyth, 1988] . Similar to spreading centers elsewhere,
the MBA contours along segments J4 and K close toward axial
discontinuities, diagnostic of along-axis reductions in temperature and/or inferred crustal thickness toward these ridge
offsets.
In contrast to the FAA behavior. the MBA contours are not
simply correlated with the spreading segment geometry on the
ASP Plateau (Plate 6b). Segments 11, 11. and J2 cut across the
MBA gradients. Segment 12 parallels the MBA contours for
the most part, but rather than being situated in an MBA low (as
for the off-platform SEIR segments and many spreading centers elsewhere), 12 coincides with a local MBA high . These
complexities in the MBA for the on-platform segments are indicative of a rapidly evolving plate boundary, extensive offaxis volcanism , and temporal variations in crustal production
at the spreading center. The decrease in MBA perpendicular to
segment l2 corresponds to the absence of seafloor subsidence,
noted above, and may be a result of declining crustal production as the ridge begins to migrate away (to the NE) from the
hotspot now loca ted beneath the Antarctic plate.
On segment H, immediately to the north of the ASP Plateau,
the MBA has the expected increase with crustal age. The MBA
conto urs close, as expected, approaching the 2.eewolf transform co the north. However , to the south near the Amsterdam
transform, the MBA retains a low value. This indicates that
the crustal thickening and/or thermal effects of the ASP Plateau
extend at least partway along segment H, significantly to the
north of the topographic platform anomaly. This is consistent with evidencefrom h.elium isotopeswhich indicatean ex•
tension of the mantle plume geochemical anomaly to the
northwestern end of segment H but not across the Zeewolf
transform to segment G [Graham et al., 1999].
Marine gravity analysis often proceeds to calculate a residual MBA to account for the thermal aging effects on gravity.
These residual anomalies are often used to assess the importance of lateral density variations which might occur from
thickness or compositional (density) variations of crustal
units or temperature . In most studies of gravity alone, discriminating among these possible causes is impossible . For
the ASP Plateau data set, residual MBA's were calculated, but
they are not useful for two reasons: the present-day plate
boundary is more complex, with curving and overlapping
segments, than this simple model can account for and the
boundary has evolved significantly
over timescales of
<l Myr .
Nonetheless, some inferences about deeper structure can be
made simply from the MBA map (P late 6b).
The greatest
MBA variation is closely associated with the ASP Plateau topography. If we make the assumption that the topography of
the platform is isostatically compensated in a local (Airy)
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root would extend to depths of 80-150 km; in the 50°C hotter
mantle case the hot mantle root would extend to 300-40 0 km,
on average.
While each of these simp le compensating models would
support the anomalous platform topography equally well, they
have very different gravitational predictio.ns because of the different depth extents of the compensating surfaces . Fig ure 5
illustrates the predicted gravity anomalies for these three models in comparison to the MBA. Clearly, the compensating
root must be relatively shal low, and the Moho source best
matches the MBA amplitude and pattern. However, the fact
that the shortest-wavelength signal of the MBA is not predicted in the crustal compensation model indicates that some
of the isostatic compensation occurs at depths shallower than
the Moho or that compensation ls not complete, perhaps due
to lateral variations in crustal lithology, temperatur e, or con stituent layer thickness which arc not correlated with surface
topography. Some of the platform's compensation may be
explained by hotter temperatures in the mantle, but these
deeper contributions are necessarily small and not well-resolved by the gravity analysis (cf. the lack of detail in the
200°C and 50°C panels of Figure 5).

manner or with a very weak flexural plate, then we can use both
the topographic and MBA variation to infer the depth at which
com.pcosatioo is occurring. lbis assumption of local isostasy
may be nearly correct because there is only a very small free.
air anomaly associated with the ASP Plateau (Plate 6a) and
there arc no identifiable flexural moats surrounding the large,
on-platform volcanic edifices (sec discussion of flexural rigid ity, below). We identify seafloor shallower than 2800 m as
representing the anomalous topography of the platform
(Figure 4a). Theo we consider three simple models of local
compensation which could support this topography: crustal
. thickness variation, mantle which is 200°C hotter beneath the
platform than elsewhere, and 50°C hotter mantle beneath the
platform. A 200°C temperature anomaly is at th.e large limit of
anomalies inferred from hotspo ts elsewhere [Sleep, 1990;
Schilling, 1991). Figure 4b illustrates cross sections through
these models; local compensation models simply reflect the
topographic variation into the compensating surfaces. In the
crustal compensation model a crustal root of 5-8 km thickness
supports the main part of the platform ; beneath the shallowest
topography, the crustal root would be twice that thickness. In
the 200°C hotter mantle compensation case the hot mantle
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The compensation of topography can also be constrained in
the spectral domain using coherence and admittance analysis
of gravity anomaly (a proxy for the compensating density surface at depth) and bathymetty (e.g., Forsyth, 1985; Blackman
and Forsyth, 1991; Neumann and Forsyth, 1993). Assuming
that preflexure loads at depth arc uncorrelated with prcflexure
loads at the seafloor, theoretical coherence and admittance
spectra for the flexed configuration may be calculated for a variety of plate rigidities (or, equivalently, effective elastic
thicknesses T,), average compensation depths, and proportions of top and bottom loading . These theoretical curves may
then be compared with coherence and admittance spectra derived from gravity anomaly and bathymctty data , in this instance, in gridded form. The transition from high coherence
between MBA and bathymetty at long wavelengths to low coherence at short wave lengths is a sensitive indicator of the
plate thickness supporting isostatic loads [Forsyth, 1985].
Given a plate thickness estimated from coherence, the depth of
compensation and proportion of bottom loading may then be
estimated from the admittance spectrum.
For this analysis , a complete (or crustal) Bouguer anomaly
(CBA) is used as the gravity anomaly because it is more repre sentative of the compensating surface than the MBA, which
assumes a form for the Moho variation . The CBA is calculated
simply by subtracting the gravitational effects of the seafloor

(1.7 g/cm 3) and intracrustal (0.2 g/cm 3) density contrasts
from the FAA. Coherence and admittance spectra for the SEIR
are presented in Figure 6. The spectral calculations are perfonned on the gridded data, but the resulting 2-D spectra are averaged in wavenumber bins for comparison with models which
assume isotropic response functions [e.g., Blackman and Forsyth, 1991; Neumann and Forsyth, 1993). Spectra from a single area encompassing the top of the surveyed platform arc
presented in Figure 6a, and the combined spectra of three areas
off the platform (segments H, J3, and J4) arc presented in Fig ure 6b. The clear difference between the coherence spectra is
the transition wavelengths from high to low coherence; on the
ASP platform this occurs at wavelengths of 30-60 km, and off
the platform it occurs at 60-140 km. These coherence transitions may be explained by T, of 1.6 and 4 km (Figure 6), respectively , corresponding to a more than 15-fold increase in
flexural rigidity from the platfonn to the adjacent segments.
While formal estimates of the standard error of T, are typically
10-15%, a more conservative estimate is that variations in T,
of a factor of 2 can be resolved with confidence [Bechtel et al.,
1990). The 4-km effective elastic th ickness for the off-plat•
form segments is similar to values obtained for portions of the
slow spreading Mid-Atlantic Ridge [Blackma11 and Forsyth ,
1991; Neumann and Forsyth, 1993); the J.6-km thickness for
the elastic plate beneath the ASP Plateau confirms the very
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Coherence and admittance spectra of complete Bouguer anomaly and bathymetry (a) for the
surveyed portion of the ASP Plateau and (b) for three areas off the platform. The shaded lines illustrate
theoretical coherence and admittance spectra assuming the isostatic parameters described in the text

weak nature of the plate there, bringing about esse ntially local
compensat ion of the platform topography.
The measured
spectra differ from the theoretical curves in several ways: longwavelength coherence values do not reach 1.0, the ASP coherence transition is broader than that of any theoretical model,
and there are some significantly nonzero coherence estimates
at wavelengths shorter than the transition. These differe nces
have been observed in other studies, and they arc likely a result
of lateral variation in compe nsation parameters within the
study regions and of the limited sizes of these regions.
The admittance spectrum for the platform is adequately fit
using an average compensation depth of 11 km below sea
level and bottom loading equal to 75% of the top loading. The
off-p latform admittance can be explained with an average
compe nsation depth of 8 km below sea level and a bottom
loading fraction of 50%. These parameters are not as well co nstrained as T,, however, because spectral estimates are sparse
for wavelengths >100 km and because there is a trade-off between the compensation depth and the fractional loading
value. Indeed, it is unlikely that the depths of compensation
and fractional loading parameters are constant across all of the
wavelengths , so the values chose n to generate the synthetic
curves in Figure 6 are best used for illustration. Like the effective elastic thickness, the depth of compensation derived from
th.is analysis is only a single representative value which falls
within the range of actual compensation depths. Nonetheless,
an average compensation depth of 11 km below sea level for
the ASP Plateau and the average seafloor depth of 1-2 km im-

ply that isostatic compensatio n occurs at an average depth of
9-10 km below the seafloor on the platform, i.e., within the
lower crust and at the Moho of thickened oceanic crust. The
average compe nsation depth of 8 km below sea level for the
off- platform crust. along with the average -3 km seafloor
depth of these segments, implies that the compensation occurs
about 5 km below the seafloor, in the lower crust and at the
Moho of normal thickness oceanic crust. The proportion s of
lithospheric loading from the bottom relative to the top which
are consis tent with the observed admittance spectra range between 10% and 100%. Although not well-constrained by this
analysis, these values suggest that significant underplating of
low-density material occurs at the base of the crust and with in
its lower levels. Lateral variations in the density of crustal
units, such as the likely thickening of a low-density volcanic
layer beneath a scamount edifice, introduce a contribut ion of
Pratt isostasy to the Airy-type isostasy inferred from compensation at the Moho .

9. Discussion
The enhanced volcanic activity on the ASP Plateau influences all of the geophysical and tectonic characteristics of
young seafloor relative to its counterpart away from the platform or at other intermediate -rate spreading centers. Rece nt
volcanism on the platform occurs in two distinct settings: centered on the SEJR spreading segments and in isolated patches
off-axis on the Antarctic plate. Th.is distribution of off-axis
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volcanism, the presence of the two islands and other shallow
edifices on the Antarctic plate, and the motion of lhe tectomc
plates over the hotspot frame of reference indicate that ASP
hotspot activity is currently situated beneath the Antarctic
plate but very near the SElR (<100 km).
Johnson et al.
[submitted manuscript, 1999] present evidence that the Boomerang Seamount, only 25 km southwest of the nearest SEIR
spreading segment, erupted as recently as December 1995.
Thus, if one were to define the ASP hotspot at a single location, it would be beneath the Boomerang Seamount. However,
the considerably broader horizontal scale (150-200 km) of the
ASP Plateau and the ·presence of multiple off-axis recent vol canic fields suggest that the surface expression of hotspot volcanism is more extensive. Relative to the smaller, isolated
volcanoes of the hotspot trace on the Australian plate , a
broader expression of volcanism forming the platform is fostered by the presence of young , weak lithosphere near the
spreading center and possible along-axis channeling .
In addition to causing off-axis volcanism, the ASP hotspot
also enhances the volcanic product ion at the spreading center
itself, as indicated by the shallow axial depths and the nega tive MBAs of the platform spreading centers relative to their
off-platform counterparts. The smaller abyssal hills observed
on the platform suggest that less of the plate separation is accommodated by tectonic extension and more is accommodated
by magmatic accretion and also that volcanism may obscure
tectonic fabric formed at the plate boundary. Analysis of SEIR.
MORB compositions demonstrates the strong interaction between magmas from the ASP plume source and a more typical ,
depleted mantle source [Johnson er al. , 1996: Douglas Priebe,
1998; Graham el al., 1999]. The typical 1-1.S km shallower
depth of the SEIR crossing the platform relative to the spreading segments off the platform suggests production of oceamc
crust nearly twice as thick as the 6-7 km thickness observed
elsewhere. Away from the spreading center, off-axis magmatism builds volcanic edifices 1000-1500 m shallower than the
spreading center. Given the local isostasy which supports
these edifices (inferred from forward modeling and spectral
gravity analysis), the crust at these sites is thickened by an additional 4-6 km. Ito artd Lin [1995] observe topographic and
residual gravity anomalies associated with the Galapagos hotspot which are similar in magnitude to those of Amsterdam-St.
Paul. The lateral extent of the Galapagos anomalies is -3
times greater than ASP , however . ho artd Lin [1995) attribute
-70-75 % of the isostatic compensation to be due to crustal
thickness variations ; the remainder is attributed to mantle density variations arising from temperature anomalies of 50-90°C
beneath the hotspot. Near ASP, such temperature anomalies
are difficult to distinguish in the geophysical data; clearly they
cannot be the sole support for the platform topography
(Figure 5), and small temperature anomalies in the upper mantle produce low-amplitude gravity anomalies with a lateral e1Ctent which is large relative to the size of the survey area.
Beyond the striking differences of the crustal accretion on
and off the ASP hotspot platform , other effects of the hotspot
appear to be present in the spreading segments adjacent to the
hotspot platform. The most significant axial valleys in the
study area occur in segments G, H, and J3 (Plate 1), adjacent to
the ASP Plateau . Segments G and J3 also form local depth
maxima in the along-axis profile of the SEIR (Plate 4) , 300500 m deeper than the adjacent segments farther from the platform. The spreading rate variation among these segments is

negligible , so other causes must govern these depth differences . Some of this difference is due to the presence of uncompensated axial valleys at these segments . The axial morphology of intermediate -rate spreading centers is very sensitive to differences in axial thermal structure , with valleys 10dicative of colder, stronger lithosphere [e.g., Small and Sand well, 1989; Phipps Morgan muJChen, 1993). If this is the
case for the SEIR. why would such conditions occur immediately adjacent to the ASP hotspot platform?
One possibility is that there is a component of along-axis
mantle flow away from the hotspot, as inferred independenlly
from helium isotope analysis of the seafloor basalts [Graham
et al ., 1999]. Mantle that originally wells up and melts partially beneath the platform and then migrates laterally away
from the platform would inhibit melting beneath the adjacent
segments; less mantle upwelling from depth beneath these
segments would be required to accommodate the plate spreading and lateral input of partially depleted and cooler mantle
would hinder melting. Reduced melting would diminish the
likelihood of a long-term crustal magma chamber and result in
stronger lithosphere to produce a well-defined axial valley and
deeper spreading center . The merging of the MBA contours of
segments H and J3 with ll1e MBA low of the ASP Plateau
(Plate 6b) indicates that the hotspot platform structure at
depth e1Ctendsbeyond the topographic boundary of the platform itse.lf. Independent evidence for the e1Ctensionof the hotspot influence to segments away from the platfonn comes from
geochemical analyses of the major and trace elements and helium isotopic compositions of the lavas, especially along
segment H [Johnson et al., 1996; Graham er al., I 999). Segment H exhibits some of the largest hotspot geo chemical
anomalies of any of the studied segments, and It also is characterized by the most diverse lava compositions of any of the
segments. On the basis of these observations, Graham er al.
[1999) suggest that the mantle beneath segment H derives
from the outer portions of the ASP plume.
Thus , even though the ASP hotspot is small in comparison
to other hotspots, it fundamentally alters the way in whlch
oceanic crust is created at the SEIR. Crustal accretion occurs al
a rapidly evolving plate boundary , more than twice as much
crust is produced than elsewhere, off-axis volcanism is widespread , abyssal hill creation is diminished , and geochemical
anomalies are present in the erupted basalts . Even away from
the topographic platform marking the locus of hotspot volcanism, seaf!oor spreading is affected by along-axis mantle
flow which alters the thermal conditions at segments as much
as 50-200 km away from the topographic platform boundaries . The setting of this portion of the SEIR. very near to the
low-flux ASP hotspot and far from the high-flux Kerguelen
hotspot , presents an unusual opportunity to study a variety of
ridge-hotspot interactions and their superposition. While the
Kerguelen hotspot influence is largely evident in long-wave length topographic and morpho logic trends of the SEIR, the
ASP hotspot creates variability of the seafloor depth and plate
boundary geometry over much shorter distance scales (tens of
kilometers) and time durations (<l Myr).
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